REPORT ON EBSB AWARENESS PROGRAM

The awareness program was conducted in Seminar hall, VB block dated on 12th March 2020. Around 84 students from various departments were participated in the program. The Coordinator OF EBSB, Dr. D. Santha Rao welcomed the students and briefed about aims and objectives of program. The talk was focussed on various activities to be taken up under this program.

Dr. P.M.M.S. Sarma, Principal spoke about the culture of Punjab and asked to know about the culture, language, cuisine and clothing and explained how this program helps the students in their real life. He advised the Committee to conduct the programs regularly on EBSB day and EBSB club and other related programs. Dr. P. Subba Raju, General manager, GIET institutions congratulated the members and asked to involve the students to create an Indian culture in campus by learning other state culture. The member of Committee Dr. P. Srirama Chandra also given talk on pairing of states of A.P and Punjab and winded with vote of thanks. The committee members thanked management and principal for giving this opportunity in nominating as members of committee.
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